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Abstract
Research on connected vehicle environment has been growing rapidly to investigate the effects of real-time exchange of kinetic
information between vehicles and road condition information from the infrastructure through radio communication technologies.
A fully connected vehicle environment can substantially reduce the latency in response caused by human perception-reaction time
with the prospect of improving both safety and comfort. This study presents a dynamical model of route choice under a connected
vehicle environment. We analyze the stability of headways by perturbing various factors in the microscopic traffic flow model and
traffic flow dynamics in the car-following model and dynamical model of route choice. The advantage of this approach is that
it complements the macroscopic traffic assignment model of route choice with microscopic elements that represent the important
features of connected vehicles. The gaps between cars can be decreased and stabilized even in the presence of perturbations caused
by incidents. The reduction in gaps will be helpful to optimize the traffic flow dynamics more easily with safe and stable conditions.
The results show that the dynamics under the connected vehicle environment have equilibria. The approach presented in this study
will be helpful to identify the important properties of a connected vehicle environment and to evaluate its benefits.
c© 2016 The Authors. Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Normal traffic flows can suffer from unexpected congestion due to an abrupt speed reduction or an incident. In such
cases, perturbations cause dynamic increases in subsequent travel times. Traffic engineers and researchers argued that
a connected vehicle (CV) environment leads to conditions with stabilized traffic flows and more predictable travel
times. The CV environment will enable other vehicles, RSUs (Road Side Units), the infrastructure, and driver devices
to send and receive real-time traffic information. It also offers the prospect of reducing accidents caused by driver
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errors and phantom traffic jams in the form of stop-and-go waves caused by perception-reaction lags and geometric
design (Knorr, et al., 2012).
The CV environment includes several emerging technologies such as sensor, mapping, recognition/decision, and
radio communication. Previous research on CV environment significantly improved the technologies in these related
fields. Among these technologies, researchers have focused on vehicle control strategies, communication with other
vehicles, vehicle management, and connection to other advanced technologies. Traffic engineers, however, focused on
appropriately revised microscopic traffic flow or lane-changing models to reflect the CV environment (Jia and Ngoduy,
2016; Talebpour and Mahmassani, 2016). Researchers were also interested in the accuracy, privacy, and effectiveness
of radio communication between vehicles or high occupancy vehicles (HOV) such as bus or truck as well as connection
with traffic signal controller using V2I (Bauza and Gozalvez, 2013; Knorr, et al., 2012). Traffic engineers indicated
that a CV environment provides detailed information about driving conditions and can also improve road efficiency
and safety. As a result, saturation flow can increase and traffic congestion be reduced.
In this study, we consider a microscopic traffic flow model to evaluate network stability because it is difficult to
depict connected vehicles behavior in a macroscopic dynamical model of route choice due to the limitation of low-
resolution data. Unlike the microscopic traffic flow model, the conventional macroscopic dynamical model of route
choice will not explain the effect of real connected vehicles. Thus, a microscopic car-following model is used to depict
CV environment accurately. For each time step, car-following models calculate the speed of a vehicle to maintain a
relative gap between each vehicle and the preceding one. Gipps model and Intelligent Driver Model (IDM) are
examples of car-following models (Treiber and Kesting, 2013). In the CV environment, the reaction time and hence
safe gap can be decreases progressively by using Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) and then Cooperative Adaptive
Cruise Control (CACC) technologies.
Recently, Mahmassani (2016) has considered network performance under the CV environment. Although this
plays an important role in traffic flowflow prediction, only one paper considered route choice process in the CV
environment. Correia and Arem (2016) integrated traffic assignment and the parking strategy process considering
automated vehicles into the user optimum privately owned automated vehicles assignment problem (UO-POAVAP).
To measure the effectiveness of CV environment and reduce travel times under such road conditions require the study
of traffic assignment considering CV environment.
The conventional mesoscopic traffic assignment process does not usually represent signals or intersections in detail.
Previously, researchers just understood traffic assignment as a problem of finding the equilibrium pattern over a
given urban transportation network (Sheffi, 1985). Smith (1979), Allsop (1974), and Bentley and Lambe (1980)
were the first to combine models of route choice and traffic signal control to find optimal controls taking account of
routing reactions. Recently, Liu and Smith (2015), and Smith (2015) investigated the combined traffic assignment
model taking into account the route choice and traffic signal control at the same time. Specifically, Liu and Smith
(2015) introduced a new combined traffic assignment process known as the restricted proportional adjustment process
(RPAP). The signal control model may be regarded as a model of a system periodically updated either by an operator
or by an automatic system. Smith (2015) showed how route choice and signal control work simultaneously. Initially,
green times give rise to travel times that influence travelers choice of route. After intersection and road delay are
modified according to the assigned traffic flowflow, the control policy is recalculated to update signal green times.
Thereafter, a revised control policy is adapted again. Finally, the process ends when the control policy and traveler
route choice become mutually consistent.
In this study, the microscopic and macroscopic models are used simultaneously to test stability to evaluate macro-
scopic traffic assignment processes. Many studies proved that the dynamical model of route choice is globally stable.
In the field of dynamical model of route choice, Smith (1984) applied the Lyapunov theorem, the stability tests at the
fixed points of a nonlinear system, to prove the global stability of combined traffic assignment for the first time. He
showed that in the dynamical model of route choice, traffic flowflows converge to the set of Wardrop equilibria with
time, and proved that the global stability of traffic assignment is stable if path costs are differentiable and monotone.
Subsequently, Lee (1995), Ghali (1995), Meneguzzer (1996), He, Guo, and Liu (2010), Liu and Smith (2015), Smith
(2015), Smith and Watling (2016), and other numerous researchers used, developed, and modified the Lyapunov the-
orem in the stability test of the dynamical model of route choice. Zhang, Ge, and Hang (2000), Boyer, Blandin, and
Wynter (2015), and Jia and Ngoduy (2016) used the Lyapunov theorem to prove the stability of microscopic models
(ACC, CACC, V2X), and routing strategies.
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errors and phantom traffic jams in the form of stop-and-go waves caused by perception-reaction lags and geometric
design (Knorr, et al., 2012).
The CV environment includes several emerging technologies such as sensor, mapping, recognition/decision, and
radio communication. Previous research on CV environment significantly improved the technologies in these related
fields. Among these technologies, researchers have focused on vehicle control strategies, communication with other
vehicles, vehicle management, and connection to other advanced technologies. Traffic engineers, however, focused on
appropriately revised microscopic traffic flow or lane-changing models to reflect the CV environment (Jia and Ngoduy,
2016; Talebpour and Mahmassani, 2016). Researchers were also interested in the accuracy, privacy, and effectiveness
of radio communication between vehicles or high occupancy vehicles (HOV) such as bus or truck as well as connection
with traffic signal controller using V2I (Bauza and Gozalvez, 2013; Knorr, et al., 2012). Traffic engineers indicated
that a CV environment provides detailed information about driving conditions and can also improve road efficiency
and safety. As a result, saturation flow can increase and traffic congestion be reduced.
In this study, we consider a microscopic traffic flow model to evaluate network stability because it is difficult to
depict connected vehicles behavior in a macroscopic dynamical model of route choice due to the limitation of low-
resolution data. Unlike the microscopic traffic flow model, the conventional macroscopic dynamical model of route
choice will not explain the effect of real connected vehicles. Thus, a microscopic car-following model is used to depict
CV environment accurately. For each time step, car-following models calculate the speed of a vehicle to maintain a
relative gap between each vehicle and the preceding one. Gipps model and Intelligent Driver Model (IDM) are
examples of car-following models (Treiber and Kesting, 2013). In the CV environment, the reaction time and hence
safe gap can be decreases progressively by using Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) and then Cooperative Adaptive
Cruise Control (CACC) technologies.
Recently, Mahmassani (2016) has considered network performance under the CV environment. Although this
plays an important role in traffic flowflow prediction, only one paper considered route choice process in the CV
environment. Correia and Arem (2016) integrated traffic assignment and the parking strategy process considering
automated vehicles into the user optimum privately owned automated vehicles assignment problem (UO-POAVAP).
To measure the effectiveness of CV environment and reduce travel times under such road conditions require the study
of traffic assignment considering CV environment.
The conventional mesoscopic traffic assignment process does not usually represent signals or intersections in detail.
Previously, researchers just understood traffic assignment as a problem of finding the equilibrium pattern over a
given urban transportation network (Sheffi, 1985). Smith (1979), Allsop (1974), and Bentley and Lambe (1980)
were the first to combine models of route choice and traffic signal control to find optimal controls taking account of
routing reactions. Recently, Liu and Smith (2015), and Smith (2015) investigated the combined traffic assignment
model taking into account the route choice and traffic signal control at the same time. Specifically, Liu and Smith
(2015) introduced a new combined traffic assignment process known as the restricted proportional adjustment process
(RPAP). The signal control model may be regarded as a model of a system periodically updated either by an operator
or by an automatic system. Smith (2015) showed how route choice and signal control work simultaneously. Initially,
green times give rise to travel times that influence travelers choice of route. After intersection and road delay are
modified according to the assigned traffic flowflow, the control policy is recalculated to update signal green times.
Thereafter, a revised control policy is adapted again. Finally, the process ends when the control policy and traveler
route choice become mutually consistent.
In this study, the microscopic and macroscopic models are used simultaneously to test stability to evaluate macro-
scopic traffic assignment processes. Many studies proved that the dynamical model of route choice is globally stable.
In the field of dynamical model of route choice, Smith (1984) applied the Lyapunov theorem, the stability tests at the
fixed points of a nonlinear system, to prove the global stability of combined traffic assignment for the first time. He
showed that in the dynamical model of route choice, traffic flowflows converge to the set of Wardrop equilibria with
time, and proved that the global stability of traffic assignment is stable if path costs are differentiable and monotone.
Subsequently, Lee (1995), Ghali (1995), Meneguzzer (1996), He, Guo, and Liu (2010), Liu and Smith (2015), Smith
(2015), Smith and Watling (2016), and other numerous researchers used, developed, and modified the Lyapunov the-
orem in the stability test of the dynamical model of route choice. Zhang, Ge, and Hang (2000), Boyer, Blandin, and
Wynter (2015), and Jia and Ngoduy (2016) used the Lyapunov theorem to prove the stability of microscopic models
(ACC, CACC, V2X), and routing strategies.
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On the other hand, much research on the traffic flow model introduced a string stability test for traffic flows. Swa-
roop (1997) introduced the string stability of interconnected systems and established sufficient conditions to guarantee
string stability. Treiber and Kesting (2013) classified the degree of instability with four stability types: stable, string
metastable, linearly string unstable, and locally unstable. Treiber and Kesting also proved the car-following models
condition for each string stability type. Milanes et al. (2014) and Naus et al. (2009) related these string stability
conditions to the ACC and CACC CV environments.
In the field of stability, there exist string stability at the microscopic level and Lyapunov stability at the macroscopic
level. The presence of only one of these two cannot guarantee user equilibrium in network: string stability applies to
traffic flows within a link whilst Lyapunov stability applies to route flows in the network. Unless both string stability
and network stability obtain, the stability of the aggregated model is not guaranteed. In the present paper, we therefore
focus on both string stability and network stability concurrently.
The objective of this study is to examine the stability analysis of CV environment using a dynamical model of route
choice based on traffic flow modelling. However, it is hard for the conventional traffic assignment model to evaluate
the CV environment because of its microscopic properties of CV environment. Therefore, this study attempts to
build an aggregation model of car-following model and the dynamical process of day-to-day rerouting. With this
aggregation model, stability is mathematically formulated and analyzed by graphing the convergence of path costs.
Nomenclature
vi Speed of vehicle i
vsa f e Safe speed
ve Equilibrium speed
∆t Time step
si Position of vehicle i
ai Acceleration of vehicle i
Cd Desired gap between a vehicle and the preceding one
τ Desired time gap between a vehicle and the preceding one
Ci Real gap between vehicle i and the preceding one
C˙i Relative speed between vehicle i and the preceding one
S SD Stopping sight distance
X(t) Number of vehicles at time step t
Cs(X)Link travel cost of link l
∆rs Route swap vector from r to s
vl(t) Average speed of vehicles in link l
Xcapl Link capacity at link l
Ll Length of link l
Φ(X) Differentiate function of X
V(X) Lyapunov function of X
N A set of nodes
L A set of links
G A directed graph, G = (N ,L)
C The set of lrigin-destination(OD) pairs (p, q), C ⊂ N ×N
R The set of routes r ∈ Rpq, (p, q) ∈ C
pi OD pair least travel costs pi ∈ R|C|
d Vector-valued demand function of the least travel costs d = g(pi)
Γ Route-OD pair incidence matrix Γ ∈ R|R|×|C|
γi positive control parameters of i = 1, 2
δ Time-varying communication delay
si The sum of the real position and ideal position of vehicle i, xi = si + i × vi × τ
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Based on the traffic flowmodel under CV environment, we evaluate the cost of each link to choose the best route for
each vehicle. The swapping process used simplified version of the restricted proportional adjustment process (SPAP)
to apply to CV environment.
The main contributions of this study are threefold.
• This study considers how such component models can be aggregated. Then, we evaluate the stability of traffic
assignment presented in this study. The dynamical models of route choice considering the intersection delay
under CV environment will contribute toward effective traffic demand management and predict the link traffic
flowflows properly under CV environment.
• This study suggests appropriate examples of the combined traffic assignment model considering macroscopic
and microscopic effects together. The CV environment case can also be used by the aggregation model.
• The dynamical model of route choice using microscopic model suggested by this study, allows evaluation of
new technologies that are difficult to achieve with either microscopic or macroscopic models alone.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews the traffic flow model, dynamical model of route choice, and
their application to the CV environment. Section 3 explains the overall stability test, Lyapunov theorem, and string
stability, and their application to the CV environment. Section 4 presents numerical experiments and results. Finally,
Section 5 concludes this study and discusses the outlook.
2. The dynamical model of route choice
2.1. Dynamical model of route choice
Ran and Boyce (1996) described a dynamical model of route choice. Drivers who travel from the origin to the
destination require the combination of modes, departure times, and routings that serves them best. Based on this
description of drivers needs, they identified four possible objectives:
• Each driver seeks to minimize his or her actual travel time, given a specified departure time.
• Each driver seeks the current best route at each intersection for current traffic conditions, at that time.
• Each driver agrees to accept a route at a specified departure time that minimizes the travel time of all vehicles
traveling during a longer time period.
• Each driver agrees to accept a route at a specified departure time that minimizes the travel time of all vehicles
traveling during a longer time period.
Each of these objectives is conceptually based on the purposes of this study. The CV environment notices traffic
congestion and provides route control for efficiency of traffic flows in real time, though we do not consider mode
choice in this study. Therefore, in this study, excluding the fourth objective, the description of the drivers needs can
be modified as follows:
• CV driver seeks to minimize his or her actual travel time, interacting with other vehicles and infrastructures.
• CV driver seeks the current best route at each intersection for real-time traffic conditions, at that time.
• CV driver agrees to accept a route in real time that minimizes the travel time of all links traveling during a
longer time period.
Until now, the traffic flow model is hard to describe the route choice behavior and dynamical model of route choice
is hard to describe CV drivers behavior. Therefore, an expression of dynamical model of route choice using the traffic
flow model is needed to describe the CV environment. Describing the CV environment using the traffic flow model,
route choice is the best way to assign traffic flow.
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On the other hand, much research on the traffic flow model introduced a string stability test for traffic flows. Swa-
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choice based on traffic flow modelling. However, it is hard for the conventional traffic assignment model to evaluate
the CV environment because of its microscopic properties of CV environment. Therefore, this study attempts to
build an aggregation model of car-following model and the dynamical process of day-to-day rerouting. With this
aggregation model, stability is mathematically formulated and analyzed by graphing the convergence of path costs.
Nomenclature
vi Speed of vehicle i
vsa f e Safe speed
ve Equilibrium speed
∆t Time step
si Position of vehicle i
ai Acceleration of vehicle i
Cd Desired gap between a vehicle and the preceding one
τ Desired time gap between a vehicle and the preceding one
Ci Real gap between vehicle i and the preceding one
C˙i Relative speed between vehicle i and the preceding one
S SD Stopping sight distance
X(t) Number of vehicles at time step t
Cs(X)Link travel cost of link l
∆rs Route swap vector from r to s
vl(t) Average speed of vehicles in link l
Xcapl Link capacity at link l
Ll Length of link l
Φ(X) Differentiate function of X
V(X) Lyapunov function of X
N A set of nodes
L A set of links
G A directed graph, G = (N ,L)
C The set of lrigin-destination(OD) pairs (p, q), C ⊂ N ×N
R The set of routes r ∈ Rpq, (p, q) ∈ C
pi OD pair least travel costs pi ∈ R|C|
d Vector-valued demand function of the least travel costs d = g(pi)
Γ Route-OD pair incidence matrix Γ ∈ R|R|×|C|
γi positive control parameters of i = 1, 2
δ Time-varying communication delay
si The sum of the real position and ideal position of vehicle i, xi = si + i × vi × τ
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Based on the traffic flowmodel under CV environment, we evaluate the cost of each link to choose the best route for
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This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews the traffic flow model, dynamical model of route choice, and
their application to the CV environment. Section 3 explains the overall stability test, Lyapunov theorem, and string
stability, and their application to the CV environment. Section 4 presents numerical experiments and results. Finally,
Section 5 concludes this study and discusses the outlook.
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Ran and Boyce (1996) described a dynamical model of route choice. Drivers who travel from the origin to the
destination require the combination of modes, departure times, and routings that serves them best. Based on this
description of drivers needs, they identified four possible objectives:
• Each driver seeks to minimize his or her actual travel time, given a specified departure time.
• Each driver seeks the current best route at each intersection for current traffic conditions, at that time.
• Each driver agrees to accept a route at a specified departure time that minimizes the travel time of all vehicles
traveling during a longer time period.
• Each driver agrees to accept a route at a specified departure time that minimizes the travel time of all vehicles
traveling during a longer time period.
Each of these objectives is conceptually based on the purposes of this study. The CV environment notices traffic
congestion and provides route control for efficiency of traffic flows in real time, though we do not consider mode
choice in this study. Therefore, in this study, excluding the fourth objective, the description of the drivers needs can
be modified as follows:
• CV driver seeks to minimize his or her actual travel time, interacting with other vehicles and infrastructures.
• CV driver seeks the current best route at each intersection for real-time traffic conditions, at that time.
• CV driver agrees to accept a route in real time that minimizes the travel time of all links traveling during a
longer time period.
Until now, the traffic flow model is hard to describe the route choice behavior and dynamical model of route choice
is hard to describe CV drivers behavior. Therefore, an expression of dynamical model of route choice using the traffic
flow model is needed to describe the CV environment. Describing the CV environment using the traffic flow model,
route choice is the best way to assign traffic flow.
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2.1.1. Dynamical model of car-following model
Since transportation engineering has been established, there are many microscopic car-following models. Above
all, car-following models for the purpose of maintaining a safe gap between the leading vehicle and following vehicle
are commonly used to simulate CV environment. Gipps model and the Intelligent Driver Model (IDM) are examples
of these car-following models. This study uses a simplified version of the Gipps model (Gipps, 1981). Treiber and
Kesting (2013) explain that the simplified Gipps model is just simplified, not essentially changed.
Yu and Shi (2015), physics researchers, also studied an improved car-following model considering changes in the
relative gap between vehicles. An improved car-following model is composed of relative speed affected by relative
gap. Numerous car-following models are classified depending on the kind of variable under consideration, including
speed, relative speed, and gap.
Recent research about microscopic models in the field of traffic engineering concentrate on acceleration. Jia and
Ngoduy (2016) design a suitable vehicle control and propose an improved consensus-based control algorithm for the
ACC considering V2X communications in a car-following model. This car-following model calculates acceleration
by using the sum of relative gap and velocity gap.
2.1.2. Dynamical model of route choice
The dynamical model of route choice is different from the conventional traffic assignment problem. Here, we adopt
the variational inequality formulation: A feasible assignment X∗ is an equilibrium if, for all feasible assignments X
−C(X∗) · (X − X∗) ≤ 0
where X∗ is the equilibrium point of traffic volume (1)
Marcotte and Patriksson (2007) presented Wardrops equilibrium principle using variational inequalites in a more
geometric shorthand route-based notation in the vector space.
Theorem 1. (Marcotte and Patriksson, 2007) The variational inequality problem is expressed by
0|R| ≤ X ⊥ (C(X) − Γpi) ≥ 0|R|
ΓT X = d
d = g(pi)
(2)
Proof. See the proof in Appendix A.
To consider traffic signals or route choices for each time step, we adopt the Proportional Adjustment Process (PAP)
as a suitable method. The following expressions are equivalent to the Wardrop equilibrium condition, not conceptually
changed, (Liu and Smith, 2015).
• Travelers will stay on the same route if there is no cheaper route.
• If there is a cheaper route, then some travelers will periodically switch to one.
The rate of the change of flow is specified by a function that describes the swapping among alternative paths and
is followed by the following process.
• The flow Xr(t) on the more expensive route r on day t.
• The difference Cr(X(t)) −Cs(X(t)) in route costs on day t.
X(t) = [Xr(t), Xs(t)] is the route-traffic flow vector on day t and C(X(t)) = [Cr(X(t)),Cs(X(t))] is the route-cost
vector on day t. The basic assumption of the swapping process is that the traffic flow swapping from one route to the
other route will be proportional to the product of the two factors. However, this study attempts to combine microscopic
models with macroscopic methods to eliminate swapping specific traffic volumes. We just need one vehicle to choose
another route for each time step ∆t. Therefore, the product of constant k, X0, and swapping flow vector ∆rs(t) is
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omitted for abbreviation. We only need swapping vectors ∆rs(t) and C(X(t)) in the vehicle swapping process. We call
this process the Simplified Proportional Adjustment Process (SPAP), which is expressed by the following formula:
X(t + δt) = X(t) + ∆rs(t) for all t = 1, 2, 3, · · ·
X(0) = X0
X(t) = X0 +
t∑
k=1
∆rs((k − 1) × ∆t)
(3)
where ∆rs(t) =
{
+1 if Cs(X(t − 1)) ≤ Cr(X(t − 1))
−1 if Cs(X(t − 1)) ≥ Cr(X(t − 1))
For example, if at time (t − 1) the cost on route 2 is greater that that on route 3, then the swap vector from rotue 2
to route 3 at time t will be ∆23(t) = [−1, 1] = (−1, 1)T .
2.2. Dynamical model of route choice under CV environment
To express the CV environment, many components are considered. In this study, we concentrate on two compo-
nents: ACC and radio communication between the vehicle and infrastructure.
2.2.1. Dynamical model of car-following model under CV environment
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) is introduced to prevent rear-end collision . Milanes et al. (2014) assumed that for
the ACC system, headways range from 1.1 seconds to 2.2 seconds. By using lidar or radar to monitor the preceding
vehicle, ACC makes each vehicle adjust its speed towards that of any preceding vehicle at a suitable spacing. We
express the acceleration as ai = x¨ii, the desired headway between the preceding and following vehicle as Cd, real
headway as Ci, real relative speed at ith and i − 1th vehicle as vri = C˙i, Stopping Sight Distance as S SD, and
parameters as K. Then the acceleration of vehicle i can be expressed as follows.
ai = x¨i = −K1(Cd −C) − K2vri , i ≥ 2
where Cd = vi−1 × τ + S SD (4)
Fig. 1 depicts the ACC system under the CV environment. A preceding vehicle and a V2X vehicle, a nearby
V2X vehicle are considered as variables to explain the behavior policy of the vehicle. Communication delay and
information from RSU is also considered. By applying a preceding gap error controller, we keep the headway control
between a vehicle and the preceding one.
2.2.2. Dynamical model of route choice under CV environment
Dynamical modelling is appropriate for route choice. V2I communication can relay the downstream traffic condi-
tions and important information related to road safety. Relaying traffic information related to traffic signals and road
condition can help drivers judge the driving behavior and road condition better. The CV and V2I algorithms are only
effective within their specific ranges. Widely used radio communication technology under the CV environment is
shifting from DSRC (Dedicated short-range communications) to WAVE (Wireless Access in Vehicular Environment)
and IEEE 802.11p because of the range and benefits of radio communication technology. The maximum effective
range of WAVE is 1,000 m (average 300500 m).
In summary, vehicles under the CV environment feature an aggregate of many new technologies. However, in
this study, we consider two specific new technologies, V2I and ACC. The block diagram in Fig. 1 shows the flow
of information and feedback process. To calculate the kinematic information of each vehicle such as position and
acceleration, information from the preceding vehicle, leading vehicle, upstream CV vehicle, and RSUs are needed.
An aggregation between microscopic and macroscopic model algorithms is suggested to evaluate stability and how
the link flows converge to equilibrium.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the CV environment
Fig. 2. Description of CV environment
3. Stability analysis on a dynamical model of route choice
3.1. Stability analysis on the car-following model
3.1.1. String stability test
To test stability, the string stability test is used. Milanes, et al. (2014) and Swaroop (1994) defined string stability
as reduction of perturbations downstream traffic flows, preventing that dynamic perturbation due to preceding vehicle
speed reduction causes in the downstream vehicles. To keep the desired headway, previous equations are arranged by
Ci, we obtain:
¨xi−1 = −K1(vi−1 × τ + S SD − (xi−2 − xi−1)) − K2(vi−2 − vi−1)
x¨i = −K1(vi × τ + S SD − (xi−1 − xi)) − K2(vi−1 − vi)
¨xi−1 − x¨i = −K1(τ × (vi−1 − vi) − (Ci−1 −Ci)) − K2(vri−1 − vri )
C¨i + (K2 − K1 × τ) × C˙i + K1Ci − K2 ˙Ci−1 − K1Ci−1 = 0 i ≥ 2
(5)
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Table 1. Proposed aggregation model algorithm for evaluating stability.
Algorithm : Proposed aggregation model algorithm for evaluating stability
Initialize time step, vehicle status, variables, components of network
For (t = 2→ tend)
For (v = 2→ vlast)
#1. Car-following model: Gipps model
If (vehicles in each link l)
Apply it Microscopic car-following model Gipps model
If (CV vehicle)
Compute ACC control
End If
End If
#2. Dynamical model of route choice: SPAP
If (vehicles arrive at the end of link l, node i)
If (NV vehicle)
Select link l or l + 1 randomly
End If
If (CV vehicle)
Compare link cost functions of links l and l + 1
Vehicles select lower-cost link
End If
End If
End For
Calculate the link cost function of each link l
End For
Solving these ordinary differential equations, we obtain the following formula:
|S S (s)| = | ci
ci−1
| = −K2s + K1
s2 + (K1τ − K2)s + K1 i ≥ 2 (6)
Theorem 2. Traffic flow is strng stable if |S S (s)| ≤ 1
As a result, ACC can help relieve traffic perturbation and improve traffic flow. Vehicles under CV environment can
reduce their headways and change the speed smoothly so that traffic flows can be improved.
The stability of the Gipps model is guaranteed by the string stability test, so that perturbations decay over time.
Theorem 3. Treiber and Kesting (2013) explain that the Gipps model satisfies string stability if the following criterion
is satisfied.
1
∆t
≤ 1
2∆t
(1 +
ve
ve + b∆t
) (7)
Proof. The proof of this criterion is presented in Appendix B.
3.1.2. Lyapunov stability test
Besides string stability test, the Lyapunov stability test is commonly used to prove the traffic flow model is stable.
Jia and Ngoduy (2016) applied V2I algorithm to a microscopic model combined with the CV algorithm, and proved
the models stability using a non-linear stability test, the Lyapunov theorem.
Theorem 4. (Jia and Ngoduy, 2016) If there exists a spanning tree in the topology graph G = (N ,L), under the CV
algorithms, and the control parameters β1, β2 satisfy[
β21(L + L
T ) − β2I β1β2(LT + I) − (β1 + β2)I
β1β2(L + I) − (β1 + β2)I (2β22 − 2β1 − β2)I
]
(8)
Then the state error between the following vehicle and the downstream reference is uniformly ultimately bounded by:
lim
t→∞ ||xk || ≤ C0 (9)
Proof. See the proof in Jia and Ngoduy (2016).
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End For
Solving these ordinary differential equations, we obtain the following formula:
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s2 + (K1τ − K2)s + K1 i ≥ 2 (6)
Theorem 2. Traffic flow is strng stable if |S S (s)| ≤ 1
As a result, ACC can help relieve traffic perturbation and improve traffic flow. Vehicles under CV environment can
reduce their headways and change the speed smoothly so that traffic flows can be improved.
The stability of the Gipps model is guaranteed by the string stability test, so that perturbations decay over time.
Theorem 3. Treiber and Kesting (2013) explain that the Gipps model satisfies string stability if the following criterion
is satisfied.
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Proof. The proof of this criterion is presented in Appendix B.
3.1.2. Lyapunov stability test
Besides string stability test, the Lyapunov stability test is commonly used to prove the traffic flow model is stable.
Jia and Ngoduy (2016) applied V2I algorithm to a microscopic model combined with the CV algorithm, and proved
the models stability using a non-linear stability test, the Lyapunov theorem.
Theorem 4. (Jia and Ngoduy, 2016) If there exists a spanning tree in the topology graph G = (N ,L), under the CV
algorithms, and the control parameters β1, β2 satisfy[
β21(L + L
T ) − β2I β1β2(LT + I) − (β1 + β2)I
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]
(8)
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3.2. Stability analysis on a dynamical model of route choice
3.2.1. Lyapunov stability test
A traffic assignment model is globally stable for a certain problem if any initial flows in the feasible region lead
to an equilibrium by a dynamical adjustment process of this model. Using Lyapunovs theorem (see, for example,
Zangwill 1969), Smith (1984) was able to show that user equilibrium is stable if path costs are differentiable and
monotone.
The stability of SPAP is equal to the stability of RPAP suggested by Liu and Smith (2015), who used the Lyapunov
stability test originated from Smith (1984).
X˙(t) = Φ(X(t)) for t > 0 (10)
The dynamical system is stable if and only if, for any X0 ∈ D, the solution of preceding equations with X(0) = X0
converges as t → ∞. LetΦ be continuously differentiable, then the dynamical system is stable if there is a continuously
differentiable scalar function V(·) defined in D, such that
• V(X) ≥ 0 for all X ∈ D
• V(X) = 0 if and only if X is an equilibrium, and
• dV(x)dX Φ(X) < 0 if X is not an equilibrium
where D = {X|X ∈ Rnwith AX = q and X ≥ 0}: demand-feasible route flows, S = {X|X ∈ Rn with X ≥ 0}
Definiiton x∗ is said to be a locally exponentially stable equilibrium point if there exists h small enough and
m, γ > 0, such that
|x(t) − x∗| ≤ m|x0 − x∗|e−γt
For all x ∈ Bh(x∗) and t > 0. (11)
The following theorem provides sufficient conditions for an equilibrium x∗ to be locally exponentially stable.
Theorem 5. (Sastry, 1999): An equilibrium point x∗ is locally exponentially stable if there exists a differentiable
function V(X), (α1, α2, α3, α4) ∈ R∗+4and h ∈ R∗+ such that ∀x ∈ Bh(x∗)
• α1|x − x∗|2 ≤ V(X) ≤ α2|x − x∗|2 (V is locally quadratic.)
• |∇XV(X)| ≤ α4|x − x∗| (V evlovles slowly around x∗.)
• (∇XV(X))T f (x) ≤ −α3|x − x∗|2 (The system evolves toward argminV(X).)
4. Numerical experiments
As a preliminary to the numerical experiments presented here, three important assumptions are made in the micro-
scopic model.
• There is not data loss within the radio communication systems.
• Under CV environment, only ACC and V2I technologies are considered. In this study, we focused on the
stability analysis of the network, so we did not consider other technologies such as CACC and lane changing
behavior.
• String stability is used for a limited length under CV environment. Treiber and Kesting (2013) define string
stability as Traffic flow is string stable if local perturbations decay everywhere even in arbitrarily long vehicle
platoons. Otherwise, it is string unstable. This means that long vehicle platoons, as in congested conditions,
require string stability.
Two assumptions are made in the macroscopic model of route choice.
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• Swapping flow vector used by SPAP process only considers one vehicle at each time step because of its limited
scale.
• The macroscopic model is considered as a small time step. In fact, RPAP is a day-to-day rerouting process. This
means that the macroscopic time step is set to a typical value of one day. However, in the calculation process,
the scale is not relevant; therefore, we assume that the macroscopic time step is set to one second, same as that
of the microscopic time step.
4.1. Numerical experiments - A two-route network
4.1.1. Car following model settings - Gipps’ model
The simplified Gipps model calculates a vehicles speed with previous vehicles speed v, acceleration a, initial speed
v0, and safe speed v0, vsa f e(s, vl). In Gipps model, each vehicle maintains assumes a safety gap between behind its
leading and following vehicle by using vsa f e(s, vl), which is originated calculated from the stopping distance. After
calculating these variables, the model chooses the minimum of them and adds the error term to reflect the difference
of safe speed distance of each driver. These equations (Treiber and Kesting, 2013) are as follows:
vi(t + ∆t) = min vi + a∆t, v0, visa f e (s, vl) + ε
where vsa f e(si−1, vi−1) = −b∆t +
√
b2∆t2 + v2i−1 + 2b(si−1 − s0)
aGippsmic (si−1, vi, vi−1) =
vsa f e(s(i − 1), vi−1) − vi
∆t
=
√
b2∆t2 + v2i−1 + 2b(si−1 − s0) − b∆t − vi
∆t
i ≥ 2
(12)
To model vehicle behavior, Gipps car-following model is used. Lane-changing behavior is not considered in this
study so we simplify that every link has one lane. We assume that there are few signals and interchanges, so we apply
the suggested model to highway value.
The dynamical model of route choice is also calculated for each time step ∆tmacro. This study aggregates Gipps
car-following model and a dynamical model of route choice for each same time step ∆tmicro = ∆tmacro. We assume that
SPAP is only applied to connected vehicles, and the other normal vehicles choose the route randomlyindependently,
so that . Thus, the market penetration rate (MPR) of connected vehicles is considered important.
Table 2. Parameters of the simplified Gipps’ model (Treiber & Kesitng, 2013)
Parameter Typical value highway Typical value city traffic
Desired Speed 120km/h 54km/h
Adaption/reaction time 1.1sec 1.1sec
Acceleration 1.5m/s2 1.5m/s2
Deceleration 1.0m/s2 1.0m/s2
Minimum distance 3m 2m
4.1.2. Dynamical model of route choice settings Simplified Proportional Adjustment Process
Gipps model is used adopted here as the car following model too update the state (position and speed) of. Car-
following models in microscopic traffic flow models depict each vehicles status for at each time step ∆tmicro.
In this study, traffic dynamic system is applied to a two-route network. Fig. 4 depicts its two-route network.
Vehicles are generated at node 0 and travel to node 3. At node 1, each vehicle has to choose between link 2 and link
3. Then, we evaluate the links at the end of each time step by using flow delay function , which originates from the
Bureau of Public Road (BPR), to calculate the generalized travel cost. This BPR function is suitable for evaluating
link cost from traffic flow. This study adopts as the variable of vehicle speed. According to Gipps model, vl(t) will
approach the free-flow speed in the case of low traffic flow, and so will avoid any abrupt speed reduction. We adopt
the BPR function to relate link travel times to traffic:
Cl(vl,X) = fl(vl(t), X(t)) =
Ll
vl(t)
[
1 + α
(
X(t)
Xcapl
)β]
(13)
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Fig. 3. A two-route network
After we calculate each routes cost, we calculate the route cost difference between the two and choose the cheaper
one. The difference of this cost function will converge to zero by using the SPAP. We will investigate the stability of
this system by testing the process.
To evaluate V2I, variables that affect V2I are considered, of which market penetration rate (MPR) of CV vehicles
is one of the main variables of interest. If a vehicle is not connected (we call it a normal vehicle, NV), the probability
that the route choice of NV vehicles (P(TRUE)) is equal to the route choice of CV vehicles is defined as follows:
P(TRUE) = P(TRUE ∩CV)
= P(CV)P(TRUE|CV) + P(NV)P(TRUE|NV)
= MPR(1 − ε) + (1 − MPR)α
= MPR(1 − ε − α) + α
where transmission failure rate is ε, then P(TRUE|CV) = 1 − ε, and P(TRUE|NV) = α
(14)
For the sake of simple illustration, we set α = 12 and ε = 0, so that
P(TRUE′) =
1 + MPR
2
P(FALS E′) =
1 − MPR
2
(15)
If this probability is applied to the flow swapping vector used by SPAP, the equation obtained is as follows:
∆MPRrs (t) = ∆rs(t) · P(TRUE) = ∆rs(t) ·
1 + MPR
2
(16)
∆MPRrs (t) =
{ 1+MPR
2 if Cs(X(t − 1)) ≥ Cr(X(t − 1))− 1+MPR2 if Cs(X(t − 1)) > Cr(X(t − 1))
X(t + ∆t,MPR) = X(t,MPR) + ∆MPRrs (t), for all t = 1, 2, 3, · · ·
X(t,MPR) = X0 +
t∑
k=1
∆rs((k − 1) × ∆t) · 1 + MPR2
(17)
To prove the stability of SPAP under V2I components of CV environment, we use the Lyapunov theorem. In
outline, the Lyapunov process follows Liu and Smith (2015). Let r ∼ s, which means that routes r and s join the same
origin-destination pairOD: r, s ∈ POD. We define the SPAP-modified Lyapunov objective function V by restricting the
route pairs (r, s) as:
V(X(t)) =
∑
{(r,s);r∼s}
Xr(t)(Cr(X(t)) −Cs(X(t)))2+ for all X ∈ D
where D is the demand - feasible set : D = {X(t)|
∑
{r∈POD}
Xr(t) = ρOD ∀OD, Xs(t) ≥ 0, ∀s}
(18)
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Then, V is a measure of departure from equilibrium. It is easy to see that for X ∈ D.
V(X(t) = 0 if and only if { for all r, s such that r ∼ s,Cr(X(t)) −Cs(X(t)) > 0 ⇒ Xr = 0 }
if and only if { for all r, s such that r ∼ s, Xr[Cr(X(t)) −Cs(X(t))]2+ = 0 }
if and only if X is a Wardrop equilibrium(Wardrop, 1952) }
The set E of Wardrop equilibria may thus be specified as follows:
E = {X(t) ∈ D;V(X(t)) = 0} (19)
It is natural to consider approximate equilibria, so let (for any η > 0)
Eη = {X(t) ∈ D;V(X(t)) ≤ η} (20)
We apply Liu and Smiths (2015) lemma to the SPAP, the suggested process in this study, because the property of
variables and equations are all the same.
Lemma. (Liu and Smith, 2015) Assume that the link/route cost function C(X) is monotone and differentiable in
D.V(X(t)) is C
′
(X) is a continuous function of X. Then,
• V(X(t)) ≥ 0 for all X(t) ∈ D and is differentiable in D
• V ′ (X(t)) is a continuous function of X(t) in D; and
• dV(X(t))dX Φ(X(t)) < 0 if X is not an equilibrium.
Proof. For more details and proof, see Liu and Smith (2015).
4.1.3. Connection between the two models
We calculate the time step of Gipps model (∆tmicro) and that of dynamical model of route choice (∆tmacro) simul-
taneously. This study integrates Gipps car-following model with the dynamical model of route choice for each time
step ∆tmacro = ∆tmicro = ∆tmacro. We assumed that SPAP is only applied to connected vehicles, and the other normal
vehicles choose the route randomly with fixed parameter α. Thus, the MPR of connected vehicles is considered im-
portant. Applying the traffic dynamic system to the two-route network example, we consider market penetration rates
ranging from 10% to 90% to test Lyapunov stability.
The graphs in Fig. 4 show the costs on links 2 and 3 over time at different levels of MPR. For simplicity, graphs
are shown for MPR of 10%, 30%, and 80%. The traffic flow on links 2 and 3 converge to similar values because
links 2 and 3 have the same link properties. The vehicle speeds of each link are different only because of stochastic
variation. When the first vehicle enters link 2 or 3, link costs fluctuate because no other vehicle is present. Thus,
that is important to omit this range of link costs Link cost values for MPR 10% fluctuate greatly and do not converge
to any specific value: this case is near normal vehicle traffic flow. On the other hand, values of MPR of 30% and
80% do not fluctuate and converge to the mean of link cost function, even though some points change their link cost
function when new vehicles enter the link. This means that vehicles under CV environment are effective in achieving
equilibrium and even a relatively small MPR is effective in stabilizing network conditions in this simple network.
The results in Fig. 5 show the differenc in link costs between links 2 and 3. As stated above, the link difference at
MPR 10% fluctuates most and that at MPR 80% approaches zero, thoughsmall perturbations exist. The link difference
of MPR 80% points to reverse direction. It is inferred that the first vehicle is moving toward link 3 and not link 2.
To investigate stability in the presence of an incident, the speed of the 10th vehicle, which is assigned to link 2,
is intentionally reduced from 120 km/h to 20 km/h in the range of 400 − 440 time steps (200 − 220 seconds). Fig.
6 shows the link cost function of links 2 and 3 at MPR of 10%, 30%, and 70%. The link cost values at MPR 10%
slightly increase in the range of 400 − 440 time steps. By contrast, those at MPR 30% and 70% do not appear to have
any great difference in the range of 400−440 time steps. The results in Fig. 7 show the difference in link cost between
links 2 and 3. The link cost difference at MPR 10% fluctuates most and the small link cost difference at MPR 30%
and 80% shows that a good degree of equilibrium is achieved. The difference between link costs increases slightly in
the range of 400− 440 time steps at each MPR (especially MPR 80%), and as time passes, the values of cost function
approach 0 because of SPAP.
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Fig. 4. Case 1 : Comparsion of link costs for market penetration rate (10%, 30%, 80%)
Fig. 5. Case 1 : Difference of cost by MPR (10%, 30%, 80%)
4.2. Numerical experiments - Joongbu and 2nd Joongbu expressway
4.2.1. Network description
To validate the proposed algorithm, we select one direction of Joongbu and 2nd Joongbu expressway. The 2nd
Joongbu expressway was constructed to increase the capacity of Joongbu expressway corridor. Joongbu and 2nd
Joongbu expressway network are shown in Fig. 8. The 2nd Joongbu expressway (Link 3) is connected to other roads
only at node 1 and node 8 so that traffic flow on link 3 is only affected by route 4 and route 11. Vehicles are generated
according to the route information shown in Table 2.
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Fig. 6. Case 2 : Reduce speed to 20km/h at 200 220sec(400 440time steps)(10%, 30%, 80%)
Fig. 7. Case 1 : Difference of cost by MPR (10%, 30%, 80%)
4.2.2. Results comparison
The results shown in Fig. 9 show the cost values on the competing link 2 (Joongbu expressway) and link 3 (2nd
Joongbu expressway). Unlike stable flow on link 3, the flow on link 2 is unstable because it is changed continuously
by many routes. Due to the captive drivers of link 2, this results in a difference in costs between link 2 and link 3.
Link cost values at MPR 10% fluctuate throughout the range of 200400 time steps. By contrast, those at MPR
30% and 70% do not appear to have any great difference during this time. The results in Fig. 10 show the difference
between costs on links 2 and 3, which are due to captive traffic on link 2. Link cost difference at MPR 10% fluctuates
most whilst those at MPR 30% and 80% are more stable.
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The results shown in Fig. 9 show the cost values on the competing link 2 (Joongbu expressway) and link 3 (2nd
Joongbu expressway). Unlike stable flow on link 3, the flow on link 2 is unstable because it is changed continuously
by many routes. Due to the captive drivers of link 2, this results in a difference in costs between link 2 and link 3.
Link cost values at MPR 10% fluctuate throughout the range of 200400 time steps. By contrast, those at MPR
30% and 70% do not appear to have any great difference during this time. The results in Fig. 10 show the difference
between costs on links 2 and 3, which are due to captive traffic on link 2. Link cost difference at MPR 10% fluctuates
most whilst those at MPR 30% and 80% are more stable.
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Fig. 8. Description of Joongbu and 2nd Joongbu expressway network
Table 3. Routes description of Joongbu and 2nd Joongbu expressway network
Origin Node Destination Node Lanes Traffic flow Mean headway(s)
route1 1 2 2 1,244 2.9
route2 1 4 2 39 92.4
route3 1 7 2 213 17
route4 1 9 2 726 5
route5 3 4 2 3 1,200
route6 3 7 2 2 1,800
route7 3 9 2 2 1,800
route8 5 7 2 71 50.8
route9 5 9 2 387 9.4
route10 7 9 2 25 144
route11 1 9 2 404 9
5. Conclusion and outlook
This study investigates the combination of a dynamic traffic assignment model with a CV environment to study
the stability of the combined system. Based on this, we evaluate each link cost to choose the appropriate route
for each vehicle. The principal effects of the CV environment on the traffic assignment model are direct through
information on route costs and indirect through increases in capacity. To investigatge this, we design a combination
of microscopic traffic flow model and dynamic route choice model called SPAP. This model allows for optimization
of travel time under the CV environment. Our results show that under the CV environment, route choice is more
effective in achieving equilibrium and reaction to traffic incidents is improved. The stability of this dynamical system
is helpful to convergence speed. However, due to the stochastic properties of the microscopic model, traffic flow
does not converge. Therefore, we investigate the difference between link costs. This will also be useful both to
represent reality and to promote the convergence of the dynamical model of route choice. As various data collection
and processing techniques are developed, a combination of dynamic models of route choice and traffic flow will
rerplace more traditional mesoscopic traffic assignment models that are inadequate to depict drivers behavior in the
CV environment. This study has limitations because of anticipating and combining emerging technologies that are
not yet mature. If a discrete-event network simulator, such as ns-3, GloMoSim, or NetSim, handled the vehicle data
in this study, reliability would be guaranteed. However, it is difficult to transform the network simulator equation
appropriately because of their specification; therefore, each CV vehicle is applied to the ACC algorithm in this study.
Use of experimental data will provide more realistic results in the foreseeable future. However, investigation of
practical performance even in small networks can provide some unexpected results. Thus, we have to improve this
stability formula and know how to evaluate the road condition in CV environment exactly. If we obtain real vehicle
trajectory data, it will be good to fit a simulation model by modifying car-following theories. These results will
provide a good foundation for further investigation and development of CV environments and related technologies.
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Fig. 9. Case 1 : Difference of cost by MPR (10%, 30%, 80%)
Fig. 10. Case 1 : Difference of cost by MPR (10%, 30%, 80%)
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Appendix A. Variational inequalities problem by using geometric (matrix) expression
0|R| ≤ X ⊥ (C(X) − Γpi) ≥ 0|R|
ΓT X = d
d = g(pi)
(A.1)
Another formulation involves the origin-destination (link) flows:
0|L| ≤ wk ⊥ (t(v) − ETpik) ≥ 0|L|, k ∈ C
Ewk = ikgk([iTk pik](x∈C)), k ∈ C
pi = (pipq)(p,q)∈C = (iTk pik)k∈C;
(A.2)
Then, h ∈ D ∩ S is a Wardrop equilibrium if and only if Th = h.
Linear program-solving variational inequality problem is presented by Lee (1995) as
min
y∈X t(x)
T y
gap(h¯) = max
h,d¯∈Hˆd
t(h¯)T ((¯h) − h) =
∑
k∈C
max
(hk ,d¯k)∈Hˆk,d
tk(h¯)T (h¯k − hk) (A.3)
To solve the variational inequality problem, a diagonalization algorithm is generally used. Before we adapt to this
algorithm, transformation is needed. Given a function t(v) in vector space with symmetric Jacobian, a minimization
problem can be defined.
v∗ = argmin t(v) =
∫ v
0
t(v)dt
v ∈ S where S is a nonempty, compact and convex set.
(A.4)
It is equal to the variational inequalities. Starting from a feasible point v0S obtained by all-or-nothing traffic assign-
ment process, solve a succession of variational inequalities defined by functions with diagonal Jacobians represented
by equations. In particular, at a point v∗ ∈ S , the ith component function ti(v) of the function t(v) can be approxi-
mated by a function t∗i (vi) obtained by fixing all the other components of v at their values v
∗
j (i.e., by diagonalizing the
Jacobian):
ti(x1, . . . , xi−1, xi, xi+1, . . .)  t∗i (x
∗
1, . . . , x
∗
i−1, xi, x
∗
i+1, . . .) = t
∗
i (x
∗
i ),∀i (A.5)
Thus, the variational inequality can be approximated by a variational inequality defined by a function of t∗i (x
∗
i )
with diagonal Jacobian values. The solution of approximate inequality can be obtained by solving the equivalent
minimization problem, with one of the algorithms described in
ti(x1, . . . , xi−1, xi, xi+1, . . .)  t∗i (x
∗
1, . . . , x
∗
i−1, xi, x
∗
i+1, . . .) = t
∗
i (x
∗
i ),∀i (A.6)
Therefore, our objective function is as follows :
min
y∈X t(x)
T y
gap(h¯) = max
h,d¯∈Hˆd
t(h¯)T ((¯h) − h) =
∑
k∈C
max
(hk ,d¯k)∈Hˆk,d
tk(h¯)T (h¯k − hk) (A.7)
Appendix B. Stable criterion of Gipps model
Acceleration function of the Gipps model has three variables and derivatives, and the partial derivatives of these
variables are given by the following formula:
v
′
e(s) =
1
T
, as =
b
T (bT + ve)
, av = − 1T , avl =
ve
T (bT + ve)
(B.1)
This results in the following criterion for string stability:
v
′
e(se) ≤
1
2
(avl − av) (B.2)
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